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In this article we examine a necessary and sutlicient condition for the existence 
of a positive solution of the equation 
(P+IW)u=O in QE UP, 
where P is a second order alliptic operator which is critical in Q, WE C:(Q) and 
I > 0 is small enough. i. 1990 Academic Prs. Inc 
1. INTRODUCT107~ 
There are two aims of this paper. One is to continue an investigation 
begun in [7, 81. The other is to prepare the ground for applications of the 
positive solutions theory to multiparameter oscilation theory (see [9]). 
Some background and references can be found in [7, 83. 
As in both of these papers let P be a linear second order elliptic operator 
defined in a domain Q s R”. Let wP(Q) be the convex cone of all classical 
positive solutions of the equation 
Pu=O in 52. (1.1) 
We recall [7, Definition 1.23 that P is said to be a subcriticd operator 
in 52 if P admits a positive (minimal) Green function Gf(x, y) in Q. P is 
said to be supercritical in 52 if gP(s2) = 0. Finally, P is a critical operator 
in Q if P is neither subcritical nor supercritical in Q. 
It turns out [7, Corollary 4.33 that P is critical in 52 if and only if P 
admits a ground state (in the sense of Agmon [ 1, Definition 5.11) with 
eigenvalue zero. 
EXAMPLE 1 .l. Let P = -d and Q = R”. Then P is critical if n = 1, 2 and 
subcritical for n 2 3. 
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The criticality of -A in R and R2 was studied by B. Simon in [ 123 (see 
also [ 10, Theorem XIII.1 10, the discussion in the Notes and the references 
therein] ). 
Using modified determinants Simon proved the following delicate result. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let W he a nonzero function in Cr( IW”), n = 1,2. Then 
P, = -A + t W has a negative eigenvalue for all positive t if and only if 
I W(x) dx60. (1.2) 
In other words P, is subcritical in R”, n = 1,2 for a small positive t if and 
only if j W(x) dx > 0. 
Remark 1.3. The Theorem is valid under weaker assumptions on W 
(see [lo, 121). 
This kind of statement appears first in a theorem of Picone ([6], see also 
[2]) for the following Neumann generalized eigenvalue problem 
-u’)= tW(x)u, XE (4 b) 
u’(a)=u’(b)=O. 
(1.3) 
Picone’s theorem was extended for elliptic nondefinite eigenvalue problems 
in Q CC R” [ 1 l] (see also [3, and the references therein]). These results 
rely very heavily on the fact that Q is a bounded domain, so one can use 
variational arguments or the spectral theory of compact operators. 
In this paper we shall generalize Theorem 1.2 for a general elliptic 
operator which is critical in a domain Sz c R”, s2 may be unbounded. We 
shall prove 
THEOREM 1.4. Let P be a critical operator in Q c Iw”, and let P* be its 
formal adjoint. Denote by q(x) (I/I(X)) the ground state for the equation 
Pu=o(P*u=o) in Q 
( 
4&J) = 1, 
1.4) 
where x0 E 52. 
Let WE C:(Q), W f 0, where 0 < a < 1. Then there exists to > 0 such that 
P + t W is subcritical in Q for all 0 < t < t, if and only if 
I R I(Ib) W(x) cp(x) dx > 0. (1.5) 
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The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we extend some 
results from [7, 81. In Section 3 we shall investigate some convexity 
properties of the one parameter perturbation 
P+rW+(l-f)V, O<f,<l. (I.61 
Finally in Section 4 we shall prove Theorem 1.4. 
2. PRELIMINARIFS 
In this section we collect and develop the results we need from [7, 81. 
We shall consider a second order elliptic operator P acting on functions 
u in a domain Q c IX”‘, n > 2. We shall deal with an elliptic operator of the 
form 
Pu= - i a&)d,diu+ i b,(x)Z,u+c(x)u, 
i. , = I I -I 
(2.1) 
where c?i= 8/8x, and x = (x,,..., x,,). We assume that the coefficients of P 
and P* are real and Holder continuous and that 
i ai,(X)5iS,2y(X) i Lt,’ 
i.J= 1 ,=I 
(2.2) 
for all x E $2 and t E R”, where y is a positive continuous function. 
For the critical case we have 
THEOREM 2.1. Let PO he a critical operator in 52 and let x0, x, E Q, 
x,#x,. Let UE%‘~~(Q) be the ground state of P, in 0 with u(x,)= 1. 
(i) Let WE C”(Q) where 0 <a6 1, W f 0. Assume lhar P, = 
P,, + t W is subcritical in Q for all 0 < t < 1,. Then 
u(x) = lim 
G:‘b, x0) 
(10 G:(x,, x,)’ 
where Gy is the minimal Green function qf P, in f2. 
(ii) Suppose further that W >, 0 in Q, or WE C:(Q), then 
u(x)=1 I GPk 4’) WY) U(Y) dv f2 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
forallO<t<t,. 
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Theorem 2.1 is slightly stronger than Theorem 4.2 in [7] and Theorem 3.2 
in [S] therefore we shall give the proof here. 
ProuJ (i) Since P, is critical in Q it follows from the Harnack 
inequality that 
lim G, (x, xg) = ccj for all ~~52. 
I 1 0 
Without loss of generality we can assume that Ix0 - x,( = 6 and 
B(x, , 36) E 52, where B(x, r) is the open ball in R” of radius r centered at x. 
Let 
ax, xl)) = 
G;‘ro- 26’(x, x0) if x E B(x,, 26) 
0 otherwise. 
(2.5) 
Consider the following families of functions 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
A (B) is a locally bounded family of positive solutions of the equations 
P,u=O in Q\{x,} (B(x,, 1.56)). Hence there exists a subsequence 
{f,,(x)}F==, ({g,,(x)},“= ,) that converges to a positive solution of the 
equation P,u=O in Q\{x,} (B(x,, 1.56)). Since 
‘1’1?: (fib) - g,(x)) = 0 for all x#x, 
and PO is critical in Q, it follows that 
‘I’; fib) = ‘I’,:: g,(x) = 4~). (2.8) 
(ii) Let us assume first that WBO, W f 0. Let {Q,},=:, be a 
sequence of bounded domains with smooth boundaries which exhaust Q, 
i.e., Q=U,z,Q,and Q,sQj+,. 
Let 0 <s < 1, since P, ( P,v) is subcritical in Q it follows that P, (P,c) is 
subcritical in Qj, j= 1, 2,... and GF(x, y) satisfies the resolvant equation 
G~(*,y)=G:“(x,y)+(r-s)f~,G:‘i(.~,z) W(z)Gf’(z,y)dz. (2.9) 
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Using (2.9) and the monotone convergence theorem we see that 
Gf’(x, Y) = G?(-T Y) + (f-s) jQ Gf'(x, z) W(z) Gf’(z, y) dz. (2.10) 
Let {J,} ,5=, c R be a fundamental sequence in 8,, the Martin compacti- 
lication of Q with respect to P,. Suppose that yi s, 6, where (T, E AP1(i2) 
and A’(Q) is the Martin boundary of 52 with respect to P. Let K,(x, a,) 
be the corresponding Martin function such that K,(x,, cry) = 1. From (2.10) 
and the Fatou lemma we have 
K,(,% 0.x) 2 (f - s) [ Gy(x, z) W(z) K,(z, o,~) dz (2.1 1 ) 
dn 
for every oJ E Afr(Q) and x E 52. 
Now let s JO and use the Fatou lemma once again to obtain 
Let 
u(x) 2 t i Gf’(x, z) W(z) u(z) dz. 
(2.12) 
R 
u(x) = t I G:(x, z) W(z) u(z) dz (2.13) R 
cj:i(X) = t I G~(x, Z) W(Z) U(Z) dz, j= 1, 2,.... R 
Then ui /1 U, V, < u < u, and P,,1;, = t W(u - u,) in Qj. Using standard elliptic 
estimates we see that 
P,o=IW(u-u)>O. (2.15) 
Therefore u is a positive supersolution of the equation 
P,u=O in Q. (2.16) 
Since P,, is critical in 52 it follows that t‘= u. 
For WE C:(Q) see the proof of Theorem 4.2 (ii) in [7]. 
3. CONVEXITY PROPERTIES OF ONE PARAMETER OPERATORS 
In this section we shall discuss some properties of the one parameter 
family of operators 
P,=P+tW+(l -f)V, (3.1) 
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where W, VE C=(Q), and 0 < r < 1. First we prove a theorem which is the 
key for what follows. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P,, 0 < t d 1 be the family of operators given by (3.1). 
Suppose that %9p,(Q)#@, i=O, 1. Then %Z~,(L?)#@ for all O<r<l. 
Moreover P, is subcritical for all 0 < t < 1 unless PO = P, and PO is critical 
in 52. 
Proof. Let ui be a positive super-solution of the equation Piu = 0 in Q, 
i = 0, 1. Let 0 6 t 6 1 be fixed and consider the function 
v,(x) = (u&))’ - ’ (u, (x))‘. (3.2) 
One can easily check that 
P,v,=(l-t)v,(uo)-‘P”u,+tv,(u,) ’ P,u, 
+t(l-t)v, (~)',,~~u~(X)sr(~)ar(~)d0. (3’3) 
Therefore v, is a positive supersolution of the equation 
P,u=O in Q, (3.4) 
and it is a solution of (3.4) if and only if P,, = P,, u0 = Cu, , and 
u0 E gpO(Q). Hence the theorem is proved. 
Remark 3.2. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is a modification of the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 in [8] where t = 4 was considered (see also [8, Remark 3.31). 
In order to understand the proof better let us assume for a moment that 
WG V and suppose that u and v are positive supersolutions of the equation 
Pou=O in Q. (3.5) 
We have proved that vcp(u/v) is a supersolution of (3.5), where q(x) = x’ 
and O<t<l. 
Following the idea of Gardiner and Klimek [4], consider now a more 
general function cp : [0, co) + [0, 3~ ) such that p(x) is a nondecreasing 
concave function with ~(0) = 0. Then 
‘~(x)=~in& {ax+bIat+b2cp(t), 120). 
, / 
(3.6) 
Claim. vcp(u/v) is a positive supersolution of (3.5). 
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Proof of the Claim. It follows from (3.6) that 
vcp(u/~)=o~i,“,f, {a(u/v)+bIaf+bBcp(t), t>O} 
. c 
=rrihn,fo (au+buIat+b>cp(t), 180). 
. I 
(3.7) 
The claim is proved now since ucp(u/v) is a lower semicontinuous function 
and therefore the infinum in (3.7) is a positive supersolution. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let P be an elliptic operator and WE C”(Q). Then 
s= {~w~P+,wwM0~ (3.8) 
is a closed convex set. P + t W is critical for t E SjslaS only if W = 0. 
Moreover, IY S # Qr then S is bounded if and only if W changes its sign in 
QandS=RifandonlyifWzO. 
We use this result in [9] to study large scale properties of multi- 
parameter operators. 
The following theorem is a by-product of the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.4 (3G-Theorem). Let P be an elliptic operator and 
WE C’=(Q), 0 < a < 1. Suppose that P, = P + t W is subcritical in 52 for 
t = 0, 1 and let G, (x, y) be the Green function of P, in Q. Then 
G,(x, y) < (G&v Y))‘-’ (G,(x, ~1)’ (3.9) 
for all O<t< 1. 
Proof: Let y E 52 be fixed. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that 
u,(x, Y)= (WG ~1)’ -’ (G,(x, Y))’ (3.10) 
is a supersolution of the equation 
P,u=O in Q\(Y). 
Given an arbitrary E > 0 one can find 6 = 6( P,, y) > 0 such that 
(3.11) 
G,(x, y)6(1 +E)~,(x, Y) (3.12) 
for all x E B( y, 6) (see, for example, [S] ). Using the maximum principle for 
potentials [S] we have 
G,(xv Y)< (1 +E) v,(x, Y) in Q. (3.13) 
Equation (3.9) follows now from (3.13) since E > 0 is arbitrarily small. 
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Remark 3.5. One can also prove the 3G-Theorem using the 
Feynmann-Kac formula by applying the Holder inequality, first in the 
function space and then with respect to the time integration (see, for 
example, [ 13, Lemma B.7.73). 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let P, be a subcritical operator in 52 and let G,(x, y) 
be its Green function. Suppose that WE C’(Q) is a nonnegative function 
which satisfies the inequality 
I Go@, z) W(z) Gdz, y) dz < CG,(x, Y) 
(3.14) 
R 
for all x, y E Q, x # y, where C > 0 is a positive constant. Then G,(x, y), 
the Green function of P, = PO + t W is equivalent to Go (G, * Go, see [7, 
Definition 2.11) for all t > t,, where t, is a negative number. 
Proof It was shown in [8, Lemma 2.41 that if Go and W satisfy (3.14) 
then there exists E > 0 such that P, is subcritical in Sz and G, m G,, for all 
ItI <E. Using the 3G-Theorem it follows that G, m Go also for every t > 0. 
Conjecture 3.7. Suppose that P and W satisfy the assumptions of 
Corollary 3.6 and let 
S, = {t~[wI P, is subcritical in f2} (3.15) 
T= {KS, IG,wGO}. (3.16) 
Then T=S+. 
If the conjecture is true then Inequality (3.14) holds if and only if G, h Go 
for all t E S, ( W > 0). Recall that the conjecture is true for small perturba- 
tions without any assumption on the sign of W [8, Lemma 2.41. 
Now consider the following functions 
(,(j.)= fsuP{ +tERl~P+,i+ttV(sz)#O~ (3.17) 
l,(O=inf{~EIWI~p+~+,,(a)#O}. (3.18) 
THEOREM 3.8. Let P be an elliptic operator of the form (2.1) and suppose 
that c(x) 2 A4 for all x E 12, where ME Iw. Let WE C’(Q) be a bounded 
function. Then 
(i) T z + (A) and A,-,(t) are convex functions. 
(ii) t*(2) are defined for all l>i* where INFER. t, f 30 
(t- f -00) ifand only if W<O (W>O) at some point in Q. 
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(iii) 1, is well defined for all t E R. lim, _ f z &( 1) = x) ry and only lf 
T W > 0 at some point in Q. 
(iv) If I., is increasing (decreasing) at t, then 
t + (Lo(f)) = f (t (&Jr) = 1). (3.19) 
Proof: (i) follows directly from Theorem 3.1 and (ii)(iii) are easy to 
check and are left to the reader. 
(iv) Suppose that i., is increasing at t. It is clear that 
I..(jl0(t))~f~t+(~“(t)). (3.20) 
Suppose that 
r<r+(3.,(i))=s (3.21) 
then 
A,(t) < j.,(s). (3.22) 
On the other hand 
~~+i~(,)+,W(s2)=~~+j~(l,+,+(i.oC,,,,(~R)z121 (3.23) 
which is a contradiction to the definition of A,(s). 
Remark 3.9. If P is a self-adjoint operator then the convexity and the 
monotonicity of 3.,(l) follow directly from the mini-max principle (see [lo, 
Sect. XIII.1 and the Proposition therein]). 
Let us assume that W is a small perturbation for a subcritical operator 
P + I., then P + ). + I k (I) W is critical in Q [S, Theorem 3.11. Therefore 
Theorem 3.8 (iv) implies 
COROLLARY 3.10. Suppose that W is a small perturbation with respect to 
P+/I in Q for all I.>i*. Then P+ tW+i.,(t) is critical in s2 Ifand only if 
/‘” is not constant in a neighborhood oft. 
4. BEHAVIOR NEAR CRITICALITY 
Our main goal in this section is to prove Theorem 1.4. As a consequence 
we shall obtain some results on the blow up of the Green function near 
criticality. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let P, W, cp, and $ be as in the theorem and 
suppose that P,, = P+ t, W is subcritical in 52 for some r, > 0. Then 
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Corollary 3.3 implies that P, is subcritical for all 0 < t < 1,. It follows from 
Theorem 2.1 (ii) that 
v(x) = t G,(x, Y) W(Y) 9(y) cly. (4.1) 
<n 
Therefore if x,~Sl, then 
i G,(xo, Y) W(Y) 9(v) 4 20. (4.2) R 
Recall that GP.(x, v) = G,(y, x). Therefore P is critical (subcritical) in 0, 
if and only if P* is critical (subcritical). Hence Theorem 2.1 (i) implies 
lim G, (xo, xl Ye) - 
‘10 G,b,, x,1 $(x1)’ (4.3) 
Combining (4.2) and (4.3) we obtain 
I * It/(x) W(x) 9(x) dx 2 0. (4.4) 
Suppose that we have equality in (4.4), and let VE C:(Q), V f 0 be 
a nonnegative function. Let 0 < f < lo. Since P+ I W is subcritical, 
Theorem 2.10 in [7] implies that P + t W - EV is subcritical in a for 
E > 0 small enough. Therefore we can use (4.4) with the function 
W(x) - tt -’ V(x). We have 
J ( QILw w(x)-; V(x))9(x)dx~O. (4.5 1 
This contradicts our assumption since 
s 4Qx) W) 9(x) dx > 0. n 
Let us now prove that the condition 
i Icl(x) W(x) 9(x) dx > 0 (4.6) R 
is also sufficient. In other words we have to prove that (4.6) implies 
r+(O)>% (4.7) 
where t+(i.) is the function defined by (3.17). 
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Suppose that t + (0) = 0 and consider the critical operators 
P;,=P+A+1+(i) W(x), (4.8) 
where i, > 0. Since P + I. is subcritical in Q, it follows from Theorem 3.1 
that 
I;;-EW(x)=P+i+(t+(A)--E) W(x) (4.9) 
is subcritical in Q for all 0 <E < t, (j.). Using the first part of the proof it 
follows that 
5 r2 $j.tx) w(x) cPj.tx) dx<o (4.10) 
for all 1 >O, where vi and lcll are the ground states of P, and (Pj.)*, 
respectively. Now let 3. J 0, then t+(i) + t + (0) = 0. 
Hence ‘pi and r+Qi converge uniformly in every compact subset of 52 to cp 
and $. Therefore 
I q(x) W(x) I(I(x) dx < 0 
(4.11) 
R 
and this contradicts (4.6). Theorem 1.4 is now proved. 
As a consequence of Theorem 1.4 we shall now show that the blow up 
of the Green functions G,(x, y) is exactly of order one in t. Note that in 
the first part of the proof of the theorem we actually have proved that 
'ri$ (tG,(xo, x, )) I, $(x1 W(x) v(x) dx = cp(xo) IL(x,). (4.12) 
Therefore we have 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let P be a critical operator in Q and suppose thar 
WE C;i(Q) satisfies (4.6). Let G,(x, y) be the Green function of P+ t W(x) 
in R. Then 
lim rG,(xO, x,) = cpbo) w, 1 
110 jn VW) W(x) v(x) dx = ” 
(4.13) 
Moreover, if WE C’(Q), W f 0 is a nonnegative function such that 
Jn +(x) W(x) q(x) dx < cc then 
lim sup tG, (x0, x, ) < C, 
110 
(4.14) 
where C > 0 is the same constant as in (4.13). 
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Proof There remains to prove (4.14) for a general nonnegative function 
which satisfies the integrability condition. This follows easily from the first 
part of the corollary using cutoff functions. 
QUESTION 4.2. Let P, = P + r W be a subcritical operator for 0 < r < t, 
and suppose that P, is critical in Q. What are the conditions under which 
lim , l0 tG,(x, y) exists and is positive? 
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